ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

BUSINESS TIME!
ABOUT & HOW TO USE
This is a pedagogical package for entrepreneurship. The focus of this
package is on jobs and the different skills that you need for a certain job.
It also teaches you how to run a simple business. There is a short introduction to every assignment telling you what to do. This package is best
used after the game.
YOU CAN SHOW THE TASKS TO
STUDENTS FROM STUDENT’S VIEW PDF.

LET YOUR STUDENTS
BE RIDICULOUS!

ALL WORK AND ALL PLAY
In this assignment, students come up with different ridiculous jobs for
their planet. It works as an introduction to this package. You can gather
the jobs on a blackboard, with post-its or by using whichever gathering
method you prefer.

TASK
Pick up a planet card from the deck or use the
planet you have had already. Come up with as
many different jobs for your planet as possible.
The more ridiculous, the better, but take notice
of the special conditions on your new home what are the characteristics of your planet?
Just don’t end up with bionaut, diplonaut,
chiefonaut, stylonaut and protectonaut…

WANTED!
In this assignment students continue working
with the jobs they have come up with in the previous “All work and all play” assignment. Now, they
have to plan an advertisement, which attracts
people or creatures to apply for the job. Gather
all the advertisements and establish an employment agency.

TASK
Plan a job advertisement for some of the jobs that you
have come up with. What skills does operator of alien
farts vacuumer need? How about Mimsy’s personal sugar
level supervisor? How much do they get paid? How are the
working hours? Does the job have some benefits? What
kind of a person or a creature should apply for the job?
And yes, alien fart vacuumer is a highly appreciated job in
these parts of the universe.

Assignments “All work and all play”
and “Wanted” can be put to a different
context. For example the Intergalactic
Space Station.

YOU LOOK LIKE A UMH... THE RIGHT ONE FOR
THIS JOB!
In this assignment students practice applying for a ridiculous job. They
will pick one ridiculous job advertisement and write or video their application for a the job. You can also have the students interview the applicants for the job or combine the written application and the interview.
To spice it up, have the students take a role of a creature and then apply
for the job.

TASK
Pick one job advertisement and write or video an application
for that particular job. Pay attention to the details of the
job advertisement and to the competences and skills that
are required. Remember NOT to tell all the goofy stuff. This
is serious! No, wait, actually, it’s ridiculous.

LET’S DO BUSINESS
This assignment focuses on establishing a company or a business in the
Space Adventure universe. The idea of the business can be anything the
students can come up with or it can counter or co-op the impact cards of
the game. For example to counter the alien fart impact card the business
can be alien fart vacuuming. Or to co-op for example with the intergalactic tourists impact card the business can be an intergalactic tourist agency. If you want to involve impact cards, remember to have students pick
one from the deck. And if the business counters or co-op with the impact
cards can the businesses be played during the actual game.

TASK
Startup fever is sweeping through the universe! Now it’s time
to start a company and watch the money roll right in! So
come up with a company or a business that operates in the
LUPO universe. Come up with a business idea. For example
a company that offers services in case of gigantic alien
farts (this is the ultimate business idea!). And tell others
something more about the company. Lastly, design a cool
logo fitting the business idea of your company.

